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Abstract

We present new small polynomial time universal Turing machines with
state-symbol pairs of (9, 3) and (18, 2). These machines simulate our new
variant of tag system, the bi-tag system and are the smallest known uni-
versal Turing machines with 3-symbols and 2-symbols respectively.

1 Introduction

“What is the smallest possible universal Turing machine (UTM)?” Shannon [14]
was the first to ask this question. In 1962 Minsky [6] created a 7-state, 4-symbol
UTM that simulates Turing machines (TMs) via 2-tag systems. Minsky’s tech-
nique was more recently used by Rogozhin et al. [13, 5, 1] to create the smallest
known UTMs1.

Recently the simulation overhead of TMs by 2-tag systems was improved
from exponential [2] to polynomial [15]. Hence the UTMs of Minsky and
Rogozhin et al. now simulate TMs2 in O(T 8(log T )4) time. Figure 1 is a
state-symbol plot, here we see that these machines induce a curve which we
call the O(T 8(log T )4) time curve. Previously we gave UTMs that directly
simulate TMs in O(T 2) time [10]. Figure 1 illustrates the O(T 2) time curve
that is induced by these results. Let UTM(m, n) be the class of deterministic
UTMs with m states and n symbols. It is known that the following classes are
empty: UTM(2, 2) [11], UTM(3, 2) [12], UTM(2, 3) (Pavlotskaya, unpublished),
UTM(1, n) [4] and UTM(n, 1) (trivial) for n > 1. These results induce the
non-universal curve in Figure 1.

Previously we gave a UTM in UTM(5, 6) that simulates TMs via bi-tag
systems (BTSs) in O(T 6) time [8]. This UTM is given by the hollow triangle in
Figure 1. Our new UTMs in UTM(9, 3) and UTM(18, 2) also simulate TMs via
BTSs in O(T 6) time. This result improve the state of the art in small efficient
UTMs. Each of our new UTMs is represented by a solid triangle in Figure 1.

∗This work was made possible by funding from IRCSET
1Here we only consider TMs that obey the standard definitions. Recently Cook [3] has

constructed UTMs that are smaller than those discussed here. However Cook’s UTMs are
generalisations of standard TMs: their blank tape consists of an infinitely repeated word to
the left and another to the right. It should be noted that Cook’s UTMs are exponentially
slow; in a recent paper [9] we have improved their simulation time overhead to polynomial.

2We assume simulated TMs complete their computation in time T and have a single tape.
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UTM simulation method Running time of UTM

direct simulation O(T 2)

via BTSs O(T 6)

via 2-tag systems O(T 8(log T )4)
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Figure 1: Current state-symbol plot of small UTMs. The table gives the graph-
ical representation of each type of UTM followed by the method by which it
simulates TMs and the computation time (see footnote 2) for each type of UTM.
Each of our new UTMs is represented by a solid triangle. The plot shows the
O(T 2) and O(T 8(log T )4) time curves induced by previously constructed UTMs.

2 BTS

The operation of a BTS [8] is similar to that of a 2-tag system [7]. The appli-
cation of each production in a 2-tag system is dependent on exactly 1 symbol.
BTSs use productions whose application is dependent on either 1 or 2 symbols.

Definition 1 (BTS). A BTS is defined by the tuple (A, E, eh, P ). Here A and
E are disjoint finite sets of symbols and eh ∈ E is the halt symbol. P is the
finite set of productions. Each production is of one of the following three forms:

P (a) = a, P (e, a) = AE, P (e, a) = AAE

where a ∈ A and P is defined on all elements of {A ∪ ((E − {eh}) × A)} and
undefined on all elements of {eh} × A. BTSs are deterministic.

A configuration of a BTS is a word of the form s = A∗(AE ∪ EA)A∗ called
the data word. If a configuration s2 is obtained from s1 via the application of
a single production we write s1 ` s2. In the Definition 2 let a ∈ A and e ∈ E.

Definition 2 (BTS computation step). A P production is applied in one of
two ways:

(i) If s = as′ then as′ ` s′P (a).

(ii) If s = eas′ then eas′ ` s′P (e, a).
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3 UTMs

We denote our UTMs in UTM(9, 3) and UTM(18, 2) as U9,3 and U18,2 respec-
tively. In this section we give U9,3 (Table 2) and U18,2 (Table 3) and explain how
they simulate BTSs. First we give the input encoding to our UTMs. Let R de-
note a BTS that is to be simulated. The encoding of R as a word is denoted 〈R〉.
The encodings of a ∈ A and e ∈ E are denoted 〈a〉 and 〈e〉 respectively. The
encodings of P (a) and P (e, a) are denoted as 〈P (a)〉 and 〈P (e, a)〉 respectively.
Let R be a BTS R = (A, E, eh, P ) where A = {a1, . . . , ag} and E = {e1, . . . , eh}

Definition 3. The encoding of a configuration of R is of the form

ωc〈R〉c∗(〈A〉m)∗
(

〈A〉m〈E〉 ∪ 〈E〉〈A〉m
)

(〈A〉m)∗rcω (1)

where (〈A〉m)∗
(

〈A〉〈E〉 ∪ 〈E〉〈A〉
)

(〈A〉c)∗ encodes R’s data word via Equa-

tion (3), cω = ccc . . ., ωc = . . . c, and 〈R〉 is given by Equations (2) and (3), and
Table 1.

〈R〉 =Hv〈P (eh−1, ag)〉v〈P (eh−1, ag−1)〉 . . . v〈P (eh−1, a1)〉

...

v〈P (e1, ag)〉v〈P (e1, ag−1)〉 . . . v〈P (e1, a1)〉

v2〈P (ag)〉v
2〈P (ag−1)〉 . . . v2〈P (a1)〉V

(2)

〈P (ej , ai)〉 〈P (ej , ai)〉

UTM 〈P (ai)〉 P (ej , ai) = akem P (ej , ai) = avakem

U9,3 λλccλc8i−4 λccλλc8mg+2λc8k−4 λλc8mg+2λc8k−4λc8v−4

U18,2 cb(cc)2cb(cc)4i−2 (cb)2(cc)4gj+2cb(cc)4k−2 cb(cc)4gj+2cb(cc)4kcb(cc)4v−2

Table 1: Encoding of P productions for U9,3 and U18,2. Here ai, ak, av ∈ A and
ej , em ∈ E and below ε is the empty word.

〈ai〉 = b4i−3, 〈ej〉 = b4jg , m = λ, r = ε, v = λcc if UTM is U9,3

〈ai〉 = (bc)4i−1, 〈ej〉 = (bc)4jg , m = b2, r = (bc)2, v = cb if UTM is U18,2

(3)

In Equation (2) V = v for U9,3 and V = v3 for U18,2 we do not give a value
here for H . H is a word that causes our UTM to halt when the encoded halt
symbol 〈eh〉 is read. The position of the UTM’s tape head is over the symbol
immediately to the right of 〈R〉c∗.

The operation of U9,3 and U18,2 is similar to that of our UTM in UTM(5, 6) [8].
We explain the operation of U9,3. Using a unary indexing method, U9,3 locates
the encoded production to be simulated. The encoded production (〈P (ai)〉
or 〈P (ej , ai)〉) is indexed (pointed to) by the number of b symbols contained
in the leftmost encoded symbol or pair of symbols in the encoded data word
(Equation (1)). If the leftmost encoded symbol is 〈ai〉 = b4i−3 (Equation (3))
then the value 4i − 3 is used to index 〈P (ai)〉. If the leftmost encoded symbol
is 〈ej〉 = b4jg , and 〈ai〉 = b4i−3 is adjacent then the value 4jg + 4i − 3 is used
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U9,3 u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 u6 u7 u8 u9

c bRu1 cLu3 cLu3 bLu9 cRu6 bLu4 λLu4 cRu7 bLu5

b cLu2 cLu2 bLu4 bLu4 bRu6 bRu7 cRu9 cRu8

λ λRu3 λLu2 λRu1 λLu4 λLu8 λRu6 λRu7 λRu8 cRu1

Table 2: Table of behaviour for U9,3. The blank symbols is c. The start state is u1.

to index 〈P (ej , ai)〉. The number of b symbols in the encoded symbol or pair of
symbols is equal to the number of λc∗ words between the leftmost encoded sym-
bol and the encoded production to be indexed. To locate this production, U9,3

simply changes each λc∗ to λb∗ for each b in the leftmost encoded symbol or pair
of symbols. This process continues until the λ that separates two encoded sym-
bols is read. The indexed production is then printed immediately to the right
of the encoded data word which completes the execution of the production.

We give an example of U9,3 indexing the encoded production 〈P (a1)〉. In
configurations below the tape head of U9,3 is given by an underline. U9,3’s cur-
rent state is given on the left in bold. The data word a1ejai is encoded via
Equations (1) and (3) as bλb4jgb4i−3. From Equation (1) we get the initial :
u1u1u1, . . . 〈P (a2)〉(λcc)2〈P (a1)〉λccbλb4jgb4i−3λccc . . .

Below we have replaced 〈P (a1)〉 with its encoding λλccλcccc via Table 1.

u2u2u2, . . . 〈P (a2)〉(λcc)2λλccλccccλcccλb4jgb4i−3λccc . . .

u3u3u3, . . . 〈P (a2)〉(λcc)2λλccλccccλcccλb4jgb4i−3λccc . . .

u1u1u1, . . . 〈P (a2)〉(λcc)2λλccλccccλbbbλb4jgb4i−3λccc . . .

u3u3u3, . . . 〈P (a2)〉(λcc)2λλccλccccλbbbλb4jgb4i−3λccc . . .

U9,3 now prints a single b immediately to the right of the encoded data word for
each cc pair it reads (with the exception of the leftmost 4 c symbols) in 〈P (a1)〉.
When U9,3 reads the substring cλcc in 〈P (a1)〉 it scans right and prints a λ

to the right of the newly printed 〈a1〉 symbol at the right end of the encoded
data word. Finally when U9,3 reads the substring λλcc in 〈P (a1)〉 it is finished
printing the encoded production. U9,3 now restores 〈R〉 to its original value and
begins simulating the next production.

The operation of U18,2 is similar to that of U9,3 however there are some
difference. The encoded production is indexed by the number of bc subwords
in the leftmost encoded symbol or pair of symbols. During indexing, for each
bc subword in the leftmost encoded symbol or pair of symbols the leftmost
c preceded by no more than one b is changed to a b. The remainder of the
computation proceeds in a similar manner.
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